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ABSTRACT

One of the main tenets of the audio-lingual theory
which has dominated most of our thinking in foreign language teaching
methodology for the last fifteen years is that students should never
be put in the situation of having to say something for which they
have not already learned the patterns. Is the language laboratory
really useful, however, in developing communicative competence? A
research project was carried out at the University of Illinois
involving three beginning French classes. The control group had one
hour a week in the language laboratory in addition to four classroom
hours. The two experimental groups, El and E2, substituted other
activities for the laboratory. E2 had free discussion in English of
various aspects of French culture, while E1 had unstructured oral
communication in French. At the and of the semester the students were
given tests especially designed to evaluate their communicative
competence. These tests were graded by native speakers of French who
did not speak any English. The results of El were significantly
better. The results on standardized tests which measure reading and
listening skills were approximately the same for all groups. Some
examples of ways to implement the communicative skills program are
play-acting, role-playing, and games. (CFM)
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would like to know jast a little bit aout yob.
IYjj
Before wc
junior or senior high
How many of ytt here are in seLondary schools
And how many of you
That's pretty good.
schools? About half of you.
There
Good.
are at this or anothot aniv.,esitv? Another 40 per cont.
that
gives
me
a
good
are probably some others that I've missed, hut
University people are usually happy
idea of what your interests are.
people live in
with some theories and a few statistics, but high school
Kentucky,
they want
a very real world. Whether they're from Missouri or
something
for
each
of
you
this
And so I'll try to do
to be shown.
I

Cr"
C\.1

r-4
1:=21

LIJ

1960's, auiowAs ,:oming of age in this profession in the
As mcst of you know,
into
its
own.
lingualism was jut beginning to come
thinking in
it is audio-lingual theory which has dominated most of our
methodology for the last fifteen years. One
When

1

foreign language teaching
students should
of the main tenets of the audio-lingual method is that
something for which they
situation
of
having
to
say
never be puc in the
In other words, we should do
have not already learned the patterns.
Therefore we work
everything we can to keep thril from making mistakes.
repeat
with very limited amounts oi material, have students memorize or
other
and
automatic,
and
somehow
or
until their patterns become correct
situations
these patterns are supposed to he transferred into real-li:e
native speakers
Where students remember and Ise them for interaction with
of the language.
French teacher
So it was this thinking, and my own experience as a
incapable
well
with
patterns
and
yet
were
with students who did very
to consider this
real-life
situation,
which
led
me
when confronted with a
teaching
I had also found many professors were very good at
approach.
with
loss
for
words
when
confronted
phonetics and syntax, but were at a
question this basic tenet
a live Frenchman. These failures led me to
launch
into
a
research
project which would
of audio-lingualism and to
I believed if students were given an
test an as.amption that I had.
the very
opportunity to use the language that they were learning from
real-life interactions,
outset, from the very first weeks of class, in
if you will that it
,I.:aneous
communication,
honest conversation, s,
"communicative
would aid greatly in developing what I and others have termed
detract
from
what
I
call
a
competence." And it would not in any way
pronunciation
"linguistic competence" - learning the basic grammar and
from the
rules. etc. In other words, I felt that using the language

The stody
!A. us consider the findings of our research proj:ot.
I
worked
with
several
eightoen wook (one sumest er) period.
raa loL
beginning FrLnch ol;o;!;es at tho Ilniversity of Illinois at Champaign-rh:oo.
many as twenty or twenty-five
We have a multi-section prol.;ram with
Those
of you who are teachers of
beginning sections in basic French.
French might be familiar with the Harris and Leveque textbook, Basic
Conversational French, which was in use at the time. It represents a
modified audio-lingual approach with dialogues, pattern drills, and so
The language laboratory was an integral part of the course.
forth.
Students went to class four days a week for an hour, and then spent a
fifth period in the language laboratory, rehearsing the dialogues,
pattern drills and exercise.; that had heen presented in class.
this experiment. Group C (C stands
Three groups were involved
which
did what all the other groups not
for control group) was the group
That
is,
they went to the language
involved in tile experiment did.
Then
there
were two experimental groups:
laboratory lot: that fifth :c.,nr.
these students to provide
A
classroom
teacher
worked
with
EI and E2.
them with the same basic program in French, so that I was involved
The E9 group I desfor only one hour per week with these two groups.
lt shared all kinds of very int-_resting
cribe as a culture group.
had social gatherings
cultural experiunces. The students saw movies, and
There were occasions to learn something
with native French students.
all the kinds of things
about the social and political life in France
include
in
one
way
or another in the hopes
that French teachers normally
providing
a
broader
cultural context
of interesting their students and
during
these fifty minute
for the language. We did nothing with language
the cultural experiences
There
was
no
French
involved
in
per week sessions.
Even the encoonters with native students were all in English.
w1L:tsoever.
The other group, experimental group El, was what I call the
In this grou we immediately began to talk
commuroicative skills group.
How do you express yourself in
about what it means to communcate.
Do
you
',row
peopie
who speak English as a second
another langnoge?
Is their grammar
language? Do you have problo,ms understanding them?
communication?
perfect? What bothers you? What gets in -he way of your
wasn't
always
And as it turned out, we discovered together that it
syntactical precision or an absolutely accurate pronunciation that
with
determined whether or not one could communicate and enjoy interacting
don't
need
Therefore, if you're learning French, you
this other person.
What
to be absolutely precise in terms of grammar or pronunciation.
disposal
and
using
every
resource
at
your
counts is making the effort
to put yourself across tO the other person. What I hoped was that through
this understanding, the students would be more relaxed about trying
something which was, after all, new, very difficult, and likely to produce
tension.

less,
We attempted in the first weekly sessions to follow, more or
the situation.; that were outlined in the dialogues that,thrLhallea::ed

;.9

Therefore, some
Paris, or you want to find out about ttr:lin schedules."
found
in
their
texcbook'_i
and
relationship existed hetween what they
bored
with
Later on, however, they got
what we did in out sessions.
role plaiing and eruhr,ideriih; ofi sitilatien:; that they'd found in thei-

They witt.ed to t:ilk ahew things like the drug problem in
'WhatGrenoble, student activism in France, sorority dances on campus.
Sometimes ITIV
in
we
Calked
about
in
French.
ever they were interested
what interested them was what they were talking about
hest clue
Lined with them in English, so ti,ar they
came irto the room.
when
If
there
was
something
they were discussing. I'd say,
got: to know NIL'.
Now
Let's
try
co
do
that in Frena." And that
"TItt's inLere tint4.
wasn't
concerned
at all with the errors that
was our starting point.
they were makin,; or whether or not they had tile patterns they needed to
If there were things that they wanted to say, they
express themselves.
They knew that I spoke English; I knew
could ask me hew to say them.
We were all doing this together and having
-;poke English.
some fun, so thei was do reason in the v.-a-11 why tliv crildn't ask
in French?"
"How do you say
One of the things that emerged very quickly we, their need for
native
scmie of the face-aving expressions that we use even in our
see,"
with
people:
"um,"
"let's
language when we're communicating
let
you
pause,
regain
your
composure
"I mean that,"...Pctle words to
say what you want to say next.
and think about ho you're going
for,
and I provided them right away.
These were things they asked me
exchanges
with them about remaining within
Neither was I concerned in my
In fact, I didn't
that
they'd
had.
the vocabulary and thL structures
I believe
textbook.
what
they'd
had
in
their
pay too much attention to
learning
a
the most important technique you need to learn when you're
don't
kn(w
everything
second language is how to handle situations when you
I don't care if you've
that's being said; when you don't understand.
years...or
twenty years, for that
studied a language for two weeks or cwo
Still
today,
if someone is
You don't know all the language.
matter.
engineering, I'm going to b., at a loss for
talking about aeronautical
It's situations and contexts that are going to determine
words in French.
So, you've got to have ways of
just how comfortable you're going to be.
understand,
getting
people to repeat, explain
finding out what you don't
these kinds of techniques.
pig.
I'm going to use somebody here in the audience as a guinea
I asked
languages.
linguist
who
speaks
lots
of
I understand you have a
gruL," so that's
him earlier today if he spoke French and he said, "uu
You see, I'm going
up'?
Dr.
St.
Clair,
would
you
come
good enough for me.
We don't care if you knova any French.
'ng.
to smile and be very unthre:
Concierges are people who
a concierge.
We're going to pretend that
collect the mail, and
oversee the operation of apaktment buildings and
and you
Some are very friendly and others are not so pleasant,
so forth.
But
if
you're
visiting
never know which kind you're going to encounter.
do have to go
in France for very long and you're expecting any mail, you
text)ook:,.

I

l

I

BojAjou.c,

St,

'r:

Pouvez vous m'uider?
pour moi?

Y a-t it Liu, carte

Vous _voulez dire me_ carte?
Quelle sorte de carte voulez-vous?

line carte?

Clair:

Savignou:

L

.

1 a i

Sayignon:

Une carte des Etats-Unis.
Ah! Du courier. Vous voulez savoir s'il y
a du courier pour vous? Comment =7olls
appelez-vous, Monsieur?

(Jokingly) Robert St. Clair, un uom Espagnol,
pas Francais.
c'est bien.
Ecoutez, j vais regarder.
Ecoutez, Monsieur, vous
on!
Eh, voila.
devez avoir beaucoup d'amis des Etats-Unis,
parce qu'il y a deux cartes postales et une
lattr,:, pour vous.

St.

Voil, Monsieur.

Melci boncoup.
Au revoir, Monsieur.

He's really better than he let c.n.
That's not had at ail.
You can imagille the scene with stod,3ats who've haci vc:ry little
Maybe they've had a dialogue with a few words like courier,
French.
poste, bonjour madame...they know these things, but they've never seen
As an
a real Frenchman or anyone pretending to be a real Frenchman.
Croup
was
having
its
first
meeting.
illustration, the Communicative Skills
monsieur,
madame,
mademiselle,
and
The students had had a dialogue with
I explained
revoir
I'm
sure
they'd
had.
a few other words...bonjour, au
to them that in French there were many kinesics - gestures, facial expresase and
sions, and so forth - that one could use to help put himself at
might
be
French,
even
though
he
make himself at least look like he
As an example, I explained about shaking hands:
doesn't know what to say.
that in France when one is introduced to someone, he puts out his hand
You've
and shakes hands, Then I sai, "Let's just try saying.hello.
particularly
bright
learned the words." There was one girl who looked
She
walked
to the
and extroverted, so I said, "Would you like to try?"
-
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abroad (:an euderstand her feeling. We may have studied for a while a'iel
may know Looka in the native language, but when confronted ith a reel
situation, the words suddenly all fly out of our heads and we don't
know where we are.
I was prceliding the
This in essence was what it was all about.
opportunity for students to have rcel conversational experience very
Cound that this provided tremendous motivation subsequently
And
early on.
The students had been in
for going back and looking at the dialogues.
something,
but weren't sure whether
a situation where they wanted to say
So
they
reviewed
the textbook to be
they were saying it right or riot.
themselves
in
that situation.
better prepared the next time they found
At
week
sessions.
So this is what we did in those one period per
Mien yc
going
to
turn
out.
time T had no sense of how things were
an experimental program, you're never sure, of course, and if thin,
hadn't turned out as they dig, I probably wouldn't be here today.
den': eepect most of yon ace te..: familiar with statistical proI
I

of
cedures, se. 111 go over the date vry quickly to give you an idea
independent variables. The
The
first
table
is
one
of
what's ii:tvoived.
groups were tested to make sure we were starting with relatively comparable
Comparable samples insure that if we end up with different results,
samples.
whatever transpired in between, viz., the

the differences can be attributed to
experimental process itself.

Table I****
Analysis of Variance, Independent Variables
Means
SCAT
Verbal
MLAT
N
Strategy
12

El
E7

15
15

C

HSPR

85.50
80.53
76.80

32.67
33.21
33.31

89.00
89.36
83.85

.94

.01

.92

F-ratio

Table II****
Analysis of Variance, Achievement Criteria
Means
instructor s
Evaluation ofCommunicativeFinal
CEEB
CEEB
Grade
Competence
Listening Reading Oral Skill
Strategy N
El
C7
C

F-ratio

12

15
15

9.00
6.20
6.67

8.08
6.67
6.00

1.11

.56

19.92
15.87
14.80

3.98*

66.00
44.27
34.27

8.54***

4.33
3.67
3.80
2.06
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If you

Jt the line A,,ith

the

U racies ff7L. Table

1.,

ou see tha;-.

This Me,i1,- that the groups were judged te he stacitiare no asterif-;ks.
cally comparable dt the outset in terms of aptitude, grade point average,
None, incidentally, had had any previous
high school percentile rank.
Table
II gives the analysis of variance for the
experience with French.
A
set
of
tests were conducted at the conclusion of
achievement criteria.
First,
the students had proficiency tests.
the eighteen week period.
Examination
B( rd examinations. These were
CEEB refers to College Entrance
Second, We had the
used to test proficiency in listening and reading.
instructors evaluate their students on the basis of their oral skill, vocabulary, pronunciation and fluency. And then, in the second to last column,
These were tests especially developed
you see communicative competence.
to measure students' ability to function in an unrehearsed interaction,
or, in some cases, in improvised monologues which were tape-recorded.
I can describe very briefly what these tests of communicative comtotal of thirty minutes, and thi,
petence included. Each one lasted for
students in all groups were told it was a part of their final examination,
so they were all concerned about doing well.
We had
For the first part they had DISCUSSION with a native speaker.
the preferdiscussion
of
the
Greek
life
on
campus;
several topics, such as: a
the foreign language
ence for a large or small university; and some thougilts on
interestj.ng
subjects
about which the
These were intended to be
requirement.
They
were
asked
to
discuss
a
topic
with a native
students might have opinions.
Then the native speaker evaluated each student on how successful he
speaker.
he
thought the exchange had been, how much he'd understood and how at ease
felt the student had been.
find out
In the second situation, the INTERVIEW, the student was told to
He
had
a
limited
amount
of
time as much as he could about the native. speaker.
We
said,
"Pretend
approximately two minutes - to ask any questions he wanted.
speaker,
you're going to do a write-up in your school newspaper about this native
We
learned."
so find out anything you want. Write down the information you've

They were from all over.
had several native speakers involved in the testing.
We gave the
from
France,
and
one
from
Belgium.
Some were from Africa, some
that was incorand
they
checked
off
anything
write-ups to the native speakers
the students were able
rect, which left us with how much accurate information
So
we
had
an
objective
measure of the amount
to glean within the time period.
Note that in the second situation
of information that they were able to learn.
If,he didn't ask the questions,
do
the
probing.
it was up to the student to
So he was Le=terly in control of the
he wasn't going to find out anything.
If he
The native speaker responded only to what he understood.
situation.
find
didn't understand, he said he didn't understand, and the student had to
That's quite a reversal from most of the oral
another w?ty to ask the question.
testing that we do, where it's the teacher always asking the questions.
and were
In the third part of the test, the students were given a topic
their
asked to talk about it for a couple of minutes: how they'd spent
vaca,:ion, their life on campus - we had a variety of topics that we roAL.t.a that Tlut. lisPd A

So even in onr native language we
one-to-one kinds of di:,cussions.
It's
function rpiite differently, depending on the situation involved.
students.
of
comfmnlicative
contexts
for
wise, then, to provide a variety
Me fourth part of the test was an opportunity to DESCRIBE some ongoing activities. This Wils lots of fun. We had very elaborate preparations
for this prticular part of the test. We brought actors into the room to perThey were dressed in a certain way,
form a veriety of pre-determined actions.
sitting
chwn
in a chair, eating an apple,
and th(y did certain things, like
window.
turning en tfte radio, climbing a ladder, knocking on a door, opening a
minute
The same number of actions were performed for each student in a sixty
In order to select the actions that might be performed, we asked all
period.
the teachers who were teaching this first level French course to give us a
able
list of the kinds of activities that they felt their students would be
their
textbooks.
to describe, judging from the material that they'd covered in
If they'd had the word for apple, or eating, they ought to be able to say,
wVUl.I incInde
1Jo,.tu ap;:,!,!.' aL
iii order to evaluate these last two p;:rrs of the test, we ha:i native
speakers who were not in any other way involved in the experiment, and who
They would write
knew no English, listen to the tapes of these performances.
French,
because
they
were native
was always accurate
down in French (and
in the
what
activities
were
being
performed
speakers) what they'd understood:
his
winter
vacation,
room, or in the earlier instance, how the student had spent
It was easy to objectively score the amount of information that
and so forth.
had been correctly transmitted to a native speaker not understanding any
So that gave us objective scores in addition to the admittedly more
English.
subjective impressions of the native speaker who was actually involved in oneto-one communication with the student.
And, as you can see from the statistics reported here, the difference
between the three groups is significant at the .001 (this is statistical
In other words, there were very significant differences in the perlingo).
Yet,
formances of these students in the tests of communicative competence.
tests
differences
on
the
standardized
proficiency
there were no significant
So when measuring communicative competence,
of listening and reading.
There's no indication here that
we are measuring something different.
those students who had the opportunity for spontaneous expression from
This is the
the very beginning did any less well on the standardized tests.
argument, after all, that a lot of audio-lingual people have put forth.
They won't do as well on the
You can't let them speak spontaneously.
Mistakes
will
become
habitual,
and so forth. There's
standardized test.
Even more, those people who were spending
no evidence of that whatsoever.
drills showed
an extra hour a week rehearsing the dialogues and the pattern
either
involved in
no superiority on any kind of test over those who were
These
results
cast
cultural activities or in spontaneous interaction.
being
laboratory
program,
at
least
as
it
was
lots of doubts on the language
used in this particular situation.
In addition to these nice statistical results, one of the most
rewarding aspects of this experiment were the reactions of the students
really there out of
who were involved. Most of these students were not
,,,,,,,ircampnt
of the
,

9 f,

;or

no oppolt mity

l!l.!

h i

1,)1.

ist

tit) Wr
YMI Ci

Lo.-;(

ItrL

i

lLdl.

they bit

(..(tudent!, might reacr,

minute no(.:

asked tI(em

,.s.c

!

ctmpt(7..t.ed,

L

it

11;ly

17.tg

What. would they say about
sind (0 situation.
confron!..,1 c..01h (hal
They didn't sign their names.
r,.,!ct ions wet,. vel-v candid.

het me r.

t

1

re

vou

I

[S

act inms

he

Is la an eas

est ,

v

lust

I

i

I

I

I

((tint(
I (:w

1.

OM

coil]

I

tht re0

1 k

t n Fraficc."

It doesn'tthought it was tun, hut very challenging.
'n..em as tiugn(h we'd had enough practice speaking off the
top of our he;:ds."
I

was never tored to cay anythiw.:,
this evening
il
except Answer to questions or substitute phrases.
They were
lii fleCd to search for words.
Thcrt.
wish we were forced Co do this more
supplied.
This is what a language should he."
often.
I

1,'.1s;

I

Another student:

"it seemed very diflicult. But this was the first time
I feel
L'd had the chance to express myself in French.
reading,
and
grammar,
Inive tot A in French UM writing,
I
in actuailv having a practical knowledge of the
hut an
felt that. the whole test Was difficult,
va,-;
told the whole semester not to think about
heauso
isaying,
hut rather to see patt,rns."
what
I.

I

1

And LlucH ono other student:
The LoSt
thought it would he.
turti,.d out to be "fan" for me because the things T was
"Fun"in
doing didn't ma ke me feel I was being tested.
quotes, hecause I was disappointed hy my performance.
IL w(nsn't 5-:act_IY what

I

If you're with me so far,
This is the hard core part of my presentation.
some other sugestions for implemenLing the same
and would like to
kinds of strategies in ',.our own classroom, I have a few suggestions for
You say, "O.K. 'Arhat can I do to provide my students with the
you.
opportunity for spontaneous interaction?"
First of all, 1 think we have to come to grips as a profession
with the matter of errors, our own as well_ as our students'. Unless
you're a native speaker of the language you are speaking or teaching,
You may get along fairly well in
chances are pretty good you make them.
most situations, but thcre are stil! some syntactical problems that come
back to haunt you from time to time., or your pronunciation of the French
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all L.Ln

illustiation I'd

to look dt.

tile word,

At? ciror, rather than
"
M'y
someexploration,
Lanished,
is
evidence
of
someone's
somet_lia: (Without erroro Che,:e's
,,r(ding, or hypothesis testing.
think
that
as
a
first
step,
we
have
to learn to relax
no leArnlug.
students' errors. And then, with honesty on both
about our own aad
sides ot the desk about being non-native speakers of a language, you're
ready to proLced to various strategics designed to augment, or :upplement
ill include the systematic presentation
a proi,.!, wbucil o6viousty wilt
I. /o wan,ler.

::)f.

of grmJaz.

think yon CAU o quite a way with play-acting or role playing,
it depends on the students; it depends on the age
did hocc tod
to how many
(lep,nds, L suppose, on your own imagination as
group.
pretending
But
there
comes
a
time
when
situntioas you can come up with.
It's
thin.
you're hi A FLkilCil :afc or a Cwrman railroad station wears
of
So
this
technique
is
to
be
used
part
not as moch hal as it once was.
for
activity
offers
an
excellent
opportunity
.my
the time.
If you're talking about assignments, or assembly
spont_aneow; intera,tion.
halls, talk about them in the language you're teaching - that's real
For things that obviously capture the students' interest,
communication.
It makes little sense to spend half an hour
use the foreign language.
repeating, "Bonjour, Paul. Comment va-tu? only to say at the end of the
through fifteen for tomorrow and
hour, "(;,.) home, now, and read pages ten
Also
there are a lot of classroom
do
exercise
B."
come back prepared to
Here, the clue
that
you
can include.
discussions OH a './ariety of topics
Because you can also become bored.
is getting to know your students.
semester,
this can become monotonous
Year after year, semester after
unless yoa exploit tO the fullest the particular character of the group
with whiTh you're working at any one time. So get to know your students!
the
I've always found that it's a good idea to circulate 5:7 cards at
students
write
about
their
interbeginning of each semester on which my
This information
any jobs that they may hold, origins, perhaps.
ests
little
more
interesting
and draw out
will help you make discussions a
some talents that may be useful in the classroom.
Finally, there is the use of games which, I think, represents a
relatively unexploited potential for generating a variety of spontaneous
the
interactions in the classroom. Games, of course, are not new to
in scope,
but
most
games
are
rather
limited
foreign language profession,
curriculum: someand have been rather peripheral to the foreign language
I'm
suggesting,
afternoon,
for
eample.
thing to do on a rainy Frida
fullest
a
learner's
communicative
rather, games that exploit to the
competence, and in so doing constitute the very core of the foreign
I'm not talking now about scrabble, cross-word puzzles,
language program.
These
things are fun, they add variety, but in essence
spelling bees.
memorization.
they are only a more palatable form of pattern practice or
type of
Let me read to you the criteria that I have set for a rewarding
skills.
game that meets the goal of developing communicative
involveFirst of all, it provides the fullest amount of emotional
clearly
at
stake.
Each player has something
ment possible.
cc-thnt is qimnle enough to be understood
I
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hy a!I
the nei.ds oi

:c!

the !.1,1ers

k'!P)1111 LO allow for adaptations as needed to snit
in terms ot age, number, degree at coil= icativo

competence,
Third, :ItcLess in playing the game does not depend on any arbitrary
criteria of linguistic accuracy (spelling, pronunciation, word placement,
It depends, rather, on the ability to use the
etc.)
This is important.
language to discuss, to explore, to deceive, to explain, to reval, and
in sum to t21-1:W
in the whole range of inter-personal tvansac.tions in which
we are invo tved daMy in our native language. Herein lies the authenticity of the exchanges.
lound that games also have the advantage of involving the teacher
not as an arbiter or referee, necessarily, but as another player. This
element is very important in bringing you closer to your students and in
interacting with them outside of the authoritarian role to which we become
otherwise easily accustomed.
can give you one example of a game that I've used that mects all
lt's called, "Mais vous &stes ma femme." That's French
these criteria.
for, "Well, you'rc my wife." it owes its origin to that delightful Ionesco
play, La Cantatrice Chanve, where Mr. and Mrs. Smith come to dinner and
assume that they haven't met before. Then they start talking and discover
that they've both come from the same town on the same train, and then they
learn that they both have a daughter and the daughter has one green eye
and one blue eye, and Mr. Smith finally says, "Well, you must be my wife,"
and they embrace. But, in Ionesco's play, you remember, Mr. Smith's
daughter's right eye was green and Mrs. Smith's daughter's left eye was
green, so they really weren't husband and wife after all! Anyway, to play
this you have cards for each player in the family and the family members
For each family there's
can be anywhere from three to, let's say, six.
Each player gets a description
one card for each member of the family.
of himself on one half of the card. Descriptions can include occupation
(butcher, baker, pharmacist, teacher, etc.) age, where he lives, and some
additional bit of information about him (drives a car, rides a bicycle,
The other half of each player's card describes the member of his
etc.)
It could be his wife, a daaghter, a son,
family that he's looking for.
The descriptions can be set in the United
what have you.
a grandfather
States, if you wish, or in a country where the language you're teaching
The cards are distributed so that everyone knows that ho
is spoken.
belongs to some family, but doesn't know who the other members are. The
players can't show one another their cards. They must memorize them.
They go about the room asking one another questions: How old are you;
where are you from; etc., until they finally discover that yes, you must
be my brother whom I've been looking for. At this point they team up and
It's awfully
go looking for the sister that the brother has on his card.
I've tried it with all ages and everyone has a good time. Teachers
fun.
can also have a good time and students can talk while you're trying to
identify your husband. They're busy communicating with each other away
So it provides them with lots of opportunity
from your often critical ear.
for real exchanges that matter to them. Often the game can create very
funny situations. A big football player turns out to be the daughter of
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try which meet the criteria
Hi,
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it
capsule idew; for game:: you
If you
l'm
licip
ILIy
that
they
:;timutote wur thinking.
mtioned earlier.
others
.
hL. encouraged to work 0,:t
try siline md they are Htic,,-;!;Ful, you'll
We've
lhat, ouLe it calchk.:; on, is hard to -Itop.
the kind Ul thin
We've had lot:; ot infound this true io the hihana-Champain :-;chooL.
COW
MCW ideis nnd thial
Tenchor:-; come up
terest encrated.
"Have
you
tried
l'rom their :O.u.it,nt!,, and they call each other up nod a:A:,
class,
the
German
students
If you try iL with a French
this MIC voL':"
to try it.
hear about it And are mad because they weren't the first oll
ThereH a c()Mpl!tiLiV2 reeling that ,,;ets going.
First, lor those or you uho are practicim; classroom f,achers,
l'or these gui&let me otrer you some general !,uidel.ines for ,amiog.
ackn6wledge
in parlines and the capsule ideas that follow, T want to
Elizabeth
contributions
of
Carole
hand
and
ticular the enthusiastic
Wachs, foreign language teachers at UniversiLy High School in Urbana
t

ThL, menns starting your
I. The game_ should he planned.
period with a game sometimes. Don't save them for
some time when you Wa nt to fill in (It's raining today;
Let's ply a game.) Plan
no(J what to do.
we don't_
Make them an integral part of your courbe.
them.
2. E%plain the gam( varefulty and thoroughly, and ;Ove
the point system to the students. Don't get involved
with hassles with your students over scoriu,;. Make
roles and scoring very clear from the outset,
This may be a chair ar3. Provide the necessary props.
Frequently, a
rangement, a dictionary, or whatever.
useful
to
regulate
minutes.
simple kitchen timer is very
time
yourself,
which
It's better than trying to keep
lends to disputes.
4. Participate in the game yourself as often as you can.
It's a lot more fun.
Reassure
5. Encen-tage participation by your students.
particuiarly
to
the
them and give lots of praise,
weaker ones, the shyer ones. This is an opportunity
to boost their egos., to get them involved and to
Above all, when
tell them how well they are doing,
you're playing a game, no correcting, no judging.
Criticism is --)qt of bounds for this.

6. After you've played a game, evaluate it. Did it work
4r lannld? Does it need modification?

